Universal Polymers Corp.
Polyurethane Spray Foam Insulation

History, Stability,
Quality and Commitment
to Our Customers

Our History
Universal Polymers Corporation (UPC) was incorporated in Texas
on October 11, 1977 and acquired by the current ownership in
2018. The current owners are a family that has been in the chemical
manufacturing industry for nearly 40 years and controls several other
independent companies. We have six manufacturing facilities with
locations in California, Texas and Illinois, with nearly 1,000,000 square
feet of manufacturing, office, and warehousing. These companies
manufacture hundreds of formulations comprising a whole spectrum
of polyurethane, polyurea, polyaspartic, epoxy, acrylic, and silicone
products serving the needs of residential, commercial, institutional,
industrial, and OEM markets. Our customer list extends from
Fortune 500 companies, to national and international distributors, all
the way to applicators and contractors. After joining the new ownership, UPC and affiliated manufacturing facilities have
invested heavily in talented people, R&D, plant and machinery, and testing and certifications by independent agencies
such as ICC ES, UL, FM, etc. All these efforts have paid off handsomely, as UPC is now able to extend its product offering
nationally and internationally through individual applicators, national contractors, and regional and national distributors.

Production Capability
UPC products are manufactured in facilities located in California
and Texas. We have recently begun manufacturing from a newly
commissioned state-of-the-art plant set up in Arlington, Texas within
a 200,000 square foot manufacturing and warehousing facility. Our
group of companies is recognized as one of the largest independent
polyurethane, polyurea and other specialty products system
houses in the world. This substantial volume affords UPC strategic
advantages, including economies of scale and key partnerships with
large, reputable raw material suppliers globally; as a result, UPC is
able to offer the most competitive prices for all it offers.

Stability
Given the history of UPC and our broader affiliation of companies, stability has been a key driver of our success. Large
corporations choose to source chemicals from UPC because of our proven steadfast and conservative nature, even in
the face of challenging macro and micro economic climates. We are known for our consistency, reliability and stability
— characteristics that are paramount when choosing a chemical partner. Being a family-owned business means UPC is
not driven by quarterly results and shortsighted shareholder demands; instead, our long-range outlook is measured in
years and decades, making UPC a staunch bellwether and reliable partner for your business.

Relationships
Being a family owned business means we understand the value of
relationships. Every customer, no matter how big or small, is an
important partner to us. Our size and scale ensures exceptional
quality, consistency and capabilities, but our nature is still rooted
in our humble small business origins. Every customer, whether you
have one or one thousand rigs, is invited to tour our manufacturing
plants, meet our ownership and the team that delivers superior UPC
products. We believe the highest level of respect we can offer you,
our customer, is delivering you consistent, quality products. This is
a hallmark belief we have carried for nearly four decades.

Quality Chemistry First
At our core, we are a chemical R&D company owned and operated
by chemists. Chemistry is in our blood. Quality chemistry and
consistent manufacturing of quality products drives our business,
reputation and sales. This starts with nearly 40 top-tier chemical
engineers and chemists that work out of dedicated laboratories at
every one of our manufacturing facilities to develop industry leading
chemistry and formulations. Every production facility houses all the
equipment necessary to test chemical and physical properties for
each batch produced.

Quality Control
from Start to Finish

Quality polyurethane production starts with superior raw
ingredients. Like any plastic product, there are cheap and inferior
ways to produce - UPC, however, consistently chooses higher
quality methods. Sourcing superior raw materials is paramount to
quality finished products. UPC has a commitment to never sacrifice
the quality of products by sourcing poor quality, less expensive
raw materials. We pride ourselves in conducting the maximum
number of QC checks during various phases of manufacturing
stages, which provides consistent quality products from batch
to batch. Every batch goes through vigorous quality checks, as
well as chemical and physical testing before being released to
our customers. A sample of every single manufactured batch is
retained for storage for 12 to 18 months. Therefore, if customers
have any issues in the field, our team of chemists are able to check
the physical properties at any time.

Independent Verification
All UPC products are manufactured in ISO 9001:2015 certified facilities in Texas
and California, complying with the exacting standards required to maintain a
Quality Management System that consists of constant review and improvement.
These standards demonstrate our ability to consistently provide quality products
necessary to meet rigorous customer and regulatory requirements. We are
accustomed to delivering products to many of the largest companies in the
world, where nothing short of consistency and near perfection is demanded.
While ISO 9001:2015 verifies our quality control measures, UPC further subjects
its chemistry to independent third-party testing for further assurance of quality
and physical properties. Evaluation reports by trusted organizations are obtained
to document and verify these independent tests.

See how UPC Spray Foam Can Increase Your
Bottom Line and Make You More Competitive
UPC 500 MAX Maximizes Yield and Save You Thousands!
UPC 500 MAX TECHNICAL DATA
R-value @ 1”:

3.8

Core Density:

0.43+/- lb/ft³

Low Odor:

Clean Air Gold Certified

Yield:

Up to 23,000 Board feet

Solution-based ultra-high yield open-cell, aggressive agitation not required.
Realistic, attainable high-yield results.

Superior Formulation:

SAVINGS (Nearly 25% More Yield Than Typical Open-Cell Foam)
How Many Board ft
Do You Spray a Month?

200,000 board ft

600,000 board ft

Sets Needed with
Typical Open-Cell Foam

11.1

33.3

Sets Needed
with UPC 500 Max

8.7

26.1

How Many Sets You
Can Save in a Year

29.0

87.0

Annual Savings*
a Year

$57,971

$173,913

*$2,000 per set assumption
*See Our " MAXIMIZING PROFITS WITH UPC 500 MAX & UPC 1.7" brochure for a more detailed breakdown on how our products can save cost.

“The UPC 500 Max is a remarkable ultra-high yield open-cell foam. A solution-based formula that does not
require aggressive agitation, is no fuss, and cuts smoothly." ~ Luis, JC Miranda

CURRENT LINE OF SPRAY FOAM PRODUCTS
CLOSED CELL

OPEN CELL

UPC 1.7
Regular & High-Lift

Medium Density Closed Cell Spray
Foam. 1.7 pcf Core Density.

UPC 500
Regular

UPC’s Original Half-Pound Open Cell Foam.
A No-Mix, No-Fuss Formula that Provides
Consistent, High-Quality Performance.

UPC 2.0
Regular & High-Lift

Medium Density Closed Cell Spray
Foam. 2.0 pcf Core Density.

UPC 500
Max

Widely Acclaimed Ultra-High Yield Open-Cell
Foam. Incredible Cell Structure, Sprayability and
Appearance.

UPC 2.0
HL HFO

Medium Density Closed Cell Spray
Foam. HFO Contains No OzoneDepleting Chemicals and is Based on
Hydrofluoroolefin (HFO) Technology.

UPC 500
OCX

Open Cell Apendix-X Approved Open Cell
Foam. Incredible Cell Structure, Sprayability and
Appearance.

CONTACT UPC TODAY AT: 682-503-8069 | www.upcfoam.com
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DISCLAIMER: Please read all information in the general guidelines, technical data sheets, application guide and safety data sheets (SDS) before applying material. UPC products are for professional use only
and preferably applied by professionals who have prior experience with the UPC products or have undergone training in application of UPC products. Published technical data and instructions are subject to
change without notice. Contact your local Universal Polymers representative or visit our website for current technical data and instructions. All guidelines, recommendations, statements, and technical data
contained herein are based on information and tests we believe to be reliable and correct, but accuracy and completeness of said tests are not guaranteed and are not to be construed as a warranty, either
expressed or implied. It is the user’s responsibility to satisfy himself, by his own information and tests, to determine suitability of the product for his own intended use, application and job situation and user
assumes all risk and liability resulting from his own use of the product. We do not suggest or guarantee that any hazards listed herein are the only ones that may exist. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall
be liable to the buyer or any third party for any injury, loss or damage directly or indirectly resulting from use of, or inability to use, the product. Recommendations or statements, whether verbal or in writing,
other than those contained herein shall not be binding upon the manufacturer, unless in writing and signed by a corporate officer of the manufacturer. Technical and application information is provided for
establishing a general profile of the material and proper application procedures. Test performance results were obtained in a controlled environment and Universal Polymers makes no claim that these tests
or any other tests, accurately represent all environments. UPC is not responsible for typographical errors.

